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        EXETER DIOCESAN BOARD OF EDUCATION 

 

ANNUAL REPORT TO THE DIOCESAN SYNOD  

        ACADEMIC YEAR 2016-17. 

Introduction 

This report marks the end of my first full year as Director of Education and writing it has been 

helpful both in a cathartic sense but also in appreciating the overarching challenges and an 

opportunity to celebrate our collective achievements. It has come as a bit of a surprise that I have 

made 107 school and university visits during the year - with some schools being visited fairly 

regularly due to their vulnerability. I have chaired seven public meetings at schools for parents to 

assist governors and the school’s leadership in relation to specific concerns or opportunities. It 

remains a great honour to serve Church of England schools and the Diocese of Exeter and I hope 

that you will find this report informative in giving you a brief overview of the scale of our work, our 

successes, challenges and our priorities for the future. 

Executive summary 

The pace of change was only interrupted by purdah which did actually provide some respite by 

reducing the external pressure in education via the Regional Schools Commissioner’s office, local 

politicians and therefore a reduction in potential media interest. The changes to curricula, 

assessment and regulation continue to make significant demands on teachers and leadership.  The 

Regional Schools Commissioner’s (RSC) Office has set a new spirit of partnership in order to 

manage a two tier system that has been strengthened since the general election result. There is now 

a more overt acknowledgement that good Local Authority (LA) schools can play a role in an 

increasingly independent and business focused education system. The concept of ‘interdependence’ 

rather than independence is being championed. We welcome this more pragmatic approach and the 

pressure to academise has reduced for those good and outstanding schools. The increasing national 

expectations and the toughening up of exams and qualifications will inevitably continue the general 

direction of travel. The national election focused minds on school funding and announcements since 

have reassured schools that they will not lose out as the national funding formula is introduced 

gradually from 2018-19.  

We are now more able to play a greater systems leadership role within Devon and beyond. For 

example the RSC has created a Sub Regional School Improvement Board, which in theory will hold 

to account LAs and dioceses for individual school performance. I have a seat on the Board and our 

relationship with the three LAs has deepened as a result. Collaborative activity with Teaching 

Schools has also blossomed and we are now strategic partners on two teaching schools as well as 

active members of the Devon Teaching Schools Alliance (which is attended by all Teaching Schools 

in Devon). This has resulted in the diocese helping to secure £32,000 to support All Saints Academy 

in Plymouth. 

We work proactively within the national frameworks in order to champion, protect, challenge and 

support Church of England education within the diocese and to realise the benefits of working as a 

family of schools. We assist church schools in navigating the national expectations concerning 

academy status and support them, once local decisions have been made, in joining with other 

schools to form multi-academy trusts (MATs). The EDBE continues to encourage and support the 

12 mixed MATs where our church schools are working collaboratively with community schools 
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inclusively serving their pupils and families. We are currently working with a number of governors, 

headteachers and principals who are planning to create or join MATs within the next twelve months. 

We are working with a number of community schools that are actively progressing their plans using 

Church Articles so that their MATs will be supportive of our family of church schools. My judgement 

is that this could create a ‘tipping point’ in Devon that will accelerate the move to academy status. 

Some of our most memorable achievements this year include: 

 supporting St Christopher’s MAT through a turbulent time that has led to the appointment of a 

brilliant Chief Executive Officer (Joanne Evans) and improvements in the MATs effectiveness, 

reputation and finances including the recruitment of a highly skilled central team who are based 

in new offices in Marsh Barton Exeter; 

 the successful opening of Trinity VA Primary School for the Newcourt housing area of Exeter 

which starts with 17 children in the Community Centre before the school building is completed 

at Easter next year (we were only informed in January 2017 that it would need to open in 9 

months); 

 the opening of the new South Molton Primary school to replace the old South Molton Junior 

school building (following over a decade of work by the property services team); 

 introducing an innovative governance training programme called ‘thinking governance’ that has 

been well received and has re-engaged a number of governing bodies;  

 working in partnership with Learning Academy Partnership (SW) who were successful in 

securing support from the DfE to open a new Church of England Free school for Paignton; 

 hosting a very successful leadership conference at Exeter Racecourse for schools in Exeter, 

Truro and Bath and Wells dioceses (over 120 delegates); 

 130 schools have attended diocesan training on how best to use the Understanding Christianity 

materials; 

 piloting the new programmes for the Church of England Foundation for Educational Leadership 

including an new Headteacher Qualification, and peer-to-peer support network.   

There most pressing challenges ahead include: 

 the closure of Burrington Primary school highlights the continued vulnerability of our smallest 

schools. We are working well with Devon County Council Officers to pilot a small school 

‘health check’ review process based on using a bespoke data pack that presents financial, 

standards, demographic and live birth data so that the medium term trends can be considered 

and the sustainability of schools can be improved; 

 introducing a comprehensive and targeted training programme to support schools and school 

leaders in their preparation for the new SIAMS inspection framework, due to come into force in 

September 2018. This new framework will place a more intense focus on governance, so we 

need to enhance the ability of governors to hold the schools and MATs to account for their 

distinctiveness (for example through an ethos committee);  

 embedding the new education team structure - to ensure that roles and responsibilities are 

consistently understood and that team working is strengthened whilst advisers and officers 

actively manage their areas of responsibility. 

There are a number of opportunities that are emerging for the Exeter Diocesan Education Team. 

Our priorities for the future include: 

 recruiting a highly skilled and aspirational Deputy Diocesan Director of Education who will begin 

work as soon as possible after 1st January 2018; 
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 continuing to develop the ability to influence the education systems through effective and 

respected collaborative practice and partnership working; 

 building further administrative capacity to complement the work of advisers; 

 creating a diocesan ‘associate role’ to add capacity, skills, credibility and genuine partnership with 

MATs and Teaching School Alliances; 

 better aligning the work of the department with the diocesan vision and plan and 

 continuing to strengthen the strategic oversight of the Exeter Diocesan Board of Education. 

Strategy and policy 

Local 

For the last few months the Exeter Diocesan Board of Education has been undertaking a 

consultation with staff about a restructuring of their work. The educational landscape has changed 

considerably and continues to shift and we wanted to be more on the front foot to ensure that we 

could best support schools, churches and each other within the diocese.  

The new structure has a number of advantages as it: 

 creates specialist roles that will offer a more equitable service to all schools; 

 distributes leadership responsibility to add capacity to enable greater engagement with our 

strategic partners and government agencies; 

 creates a Deputy Director of Education role that will build in potential succession planning and 

improved partnership working; 

 allows for greater administrative capacity;  

 will allow us to commission some partnership activity that will improve outcomes for pupils. 

 

In the past the team had oversight of schools on a geographic basis and schools largely engaged with 

their Education Officer exclusively. In the future most opportunities will be offered to all schools by 

our Education Advisory Team. We will retain a key diocesan link allocation – so all schools will have 

someone as a first contact but we will increasingly support schools in clusters, be that within a 

federation, MAT or a Learning Community.  

We have started more intentionally to work with community schools. This will support our mission 

to the whole community. The new Church of England Vision for Education, Understanding 

Christianity and the mixed MAT model we are encouraging all support this evolution. Church school 

distinctiveness is still to be celebrated, nurtured and strengthened but we hope to fulfil an increasing 

systems leadership role within our diocese and regionally. 

The three Diocesan Education Officer posts (previously with geographical responsibility) have been 

replaced with two Diocesan Adviser posts (specialist roles covering all schools) to cover Vulnerable 

Pupils and Christian Distinctiveness. Our work on governance will continue and the post of 

Governance Adviser will sit alongside the other Adviser roles. The new structure will therefore have 

a Director, a deputy director, three specialist advisers and two officers, one for training and one to 

ensure that we communicate well and remain compliant with good governance practice and 

company law requirements. 

As a result of these structural changes, Richard Maudsley left the team from 31st August 2017. 

Richard has worked at the Old Deanery since January 2009 and we all want to wish him well. He has 

made an enormous contribution to supporting high quality educational opportunities especially 

across North, West and Central Devon. His efforts to network and support small rural schools, in 

particular, have contributed to our positive national reputation in this area.  
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We have two vacancies to fill - one for general office administration (Lynne Sargeant has decided not 

to continue) and to recruit a new Deputy Director to be responsible for school improvement. The 

flexibility, pragmatism and total dedication on behalf of the whole team is appreciated.  

The Exeter Diocesan Board of Education (EDBE) is a statutory organisation of twelve elected and 

nominated members, chaired by The Ven Douglas Dettmer, Archdeacon of Totnes. Its work and 

scope are determined by legislation. We support 132 schools and academies across the Diocese, 

within the three local authorities of Devon, Plymouth and Torbay. This totals 28 844 children and 

young people, making us one of the larger DBEs. This figure is much higher than our previous 

calculations and has been provided with the support of the National Society through aggregating the 

school rolls as published on Edubase (the official government site linked to school census returns) so 

should be more reliable. The only disadvantage is that our subscription to the National Society 

Education Service is calculated on pupil numbers! 

Our vital statistics: 

• 132 schools – 46 academies, 42 voluntary aided, 44 voluntary controlled (of which 5 are 

secondary schools); 

• Plus 2 community  academies as part of St Christopher’s MAT; 

The chart below shows the distribution of pupils across our 3 LAs; 

 

The distribution of primary schools by school roll shows that the majority are taught in schools with 

less than 150 pupils on roll: 

 

Pupil numbers in Church of England schools 
2017 

Devon 22,725 inc. 3169
secondary pupils

Torbay 3,203 inc. 846
secondary pupils

Plymouth 2,916 inc. 920
secondary pupils
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Our smallest primary school is Farway (12) and the largest is Withycombe Raleigh (569).  St Peter’s 

High in Exeter is our largest school and has 1262 pupils. 

This chart provides comparative data for all schools in each LA and those educated in a CofE 

primary or secondary school/academy by number of schools 

 

 All Primary 
Schools 

CofE Primary All Secondary 
Schools 

CofE Secondary 

Devon 307 1O8 43 3 

Torbay 30 9 8 1 

Plymouth 69 10 17 1 

 

Currently 48.4% of pupils in Church of England Schools in the Diocese go to schools located in 

Wards within the higher levels of deprivation.  This figure has increased by over 2% during the last 

10 years. The longitudinal data also indicates that currently 21.1% of pupils in Church of England 

schools in the Diocese are located in the top 10% most deprived Wards in the country (compared 

just 13% 10 years ago). This is due to our newest diocesan schools serving areas of deprivation 

(including Plymouth and Ilfracombe). 

The Exeter Diocesan Board of Education meets three times a year but a great deal of its work is 

progressed through three key subcommittees as well as through a separate company called EDEN: 

 School Organisation and Governance Group (SOGG):  This committee led by Revd. 

Prebendary Robert Harris supports good governance with particular focus on Multi-academy 

Trusts and federations and is the body which considers applications by Church Schools for 

academy conversion.  SOGG makes recommendations to the EDBE regarding academy consents 

and the appointment of Foundation Directors and governors. 

 Standards and Ethos Group (SEG):  This committee is chaired by the Revd. Alan Smith and 

it specifically focuses on the in-year monitoring of standards (both academic and in Christian 

distinctiveness) at Church schools and academies with reference to OFSTED and SIAMS 

outcomes.  It also monitors and reviews the EDBE Strategy for Church School Improvement and 

proposes changes as required.  Following the publication by the DfE of the Memorandum of 

Understanding (April 2016) between the DFE and the National Society of the Church of England, 

it will also discuss and approve, on behalf of the EDBE, school/academy/MAT interventions as 
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appropriate. We have developed a School Overview Sheet that helps the team to ‘risk assess’ 

and target our resources to support those schools that collectively give us the most cause for 

concern. Four ‘outstanding’ headteachers (Ofsted reports) support and challenge the committee 

to become as effective as possible.  

 Work in Progress (WIP) Group:  This committee brings together officers from the 

Education Team and Property Services Department with a representative from the Exeter 

Diocesan Board of Education.  WIP provides detailed assessment of property matters at Church 

school and academies, is the forum for EDBE approvals (based on EDBE policy) for capital 

funded building projects at Voluntary Aided schools and Church academies and all other Church 

school property related matters.  WIP is also the forum for discussing and reviewing new school 

opportunities before submitting recommendations to the full Exeter Diocesan Board of 

Education for consideration and or approval.   

 EDEN (Exeter Diocesan Education Network):  The company acts acted as a member for 

those church schools within the Diocese of Exeter that convert to become an academy, other 

than one school where the Exeter Diocesan Board of Education Finance Limited is the member 

(now transferred to DBE). Its main objectives are to: 

- safeguard and promote the values of each Academy Trust and its Christian ethos;  

- support, foster and nurture an open and inclusive relationship between each Academy Trust 

and the Church of England through the Diocese of Exeter and its officers, local clergy and 

parish organisations and through the academy’s Foundation Trustees;  

- support the Exeter Diocesan Board of Finance in delivering public benefit through 

community engagement, resourcing education and supporting those in need both spiritually 

and physically. 

We actively support church schools in improving their governance (especially with foundation 

governors), admissions practice, headteacher appointments, quality of RE teaching and collective 

worship, parish links, Christian distinctiveness and ethos, and inspection outcomes. We provide a 

range of opportunities to deliver this support, as well as a full programme of Continuing Professional 

Development, advertised in the EDBE section of the diocesan website. One particular aspect for 

new colleagues is the provision of training for newly appointed foundation governors, including ex 

officio governors. We also support clergy by sharing best practice strategies in working with schools. 

Regional 

Effective partnerships continue to be strengthened with our Local Authority colleagues that enable 

more appropriate support to be provided to Church of England schools. School improvement, good 

governance, leadership and management, pupil place planning and capital and buildings related 

matters benefit from this joint activity. 

For the last year we have been a pilot Diocese for the Church of England Foundational for 

Educational Leadership Programmes. 9 participants completed the Church of England Professional 

Qualification for Headteachers. One person completed the MAT CEO programme and 10 schools 

engaged in the Peer Support Network working together on aspects of school improvement. These 

programmes are now being rolled out nationally and benefit from our guidance and leadership.  

In addition the Foundation held a Regional Character Education Conference and a number of 

schools within the Diocese led workshops at these reflecting the work they had undertaken in their 

own schools. As a result several of these schools have now been asked to present their work at a 

national conference later this month in Birmingham. 

National 
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The EDBE remains well connected to national developments and plays an active role within CofE 

networks. We are represented on a number of influential national groups including: the Religious 

Education Council; the RE Today editorial team;  the National Association of Teachers of Religious 

Education; the National Diocesan Governance Group; the National Diocesan Admissions Group; the 

National Society’s small school working party; the National Society’s theological reference group. 

These groups mean that the Exeter Diocesan Education Team can influence and are influenced by 

best practice for the benefit of our learners. 

Outcomes and impact 

SIAMS Inspection summary to July 2016 

Grade Outstanding Good Satisfactory Inadequate 

Number of schools 58 61 10 0 

Percentage of the total 45% 47% 8% 0% 

SIAMS Inspection summary to July 2017 

Number of schools 51 65 12 1 

Percentage of the total 40% 50% 9% 1% 

 

The inspection grade descriptors have become more challenging and the number of schools retaining 

an outstanding grade has reduced further. This mirrors the national picture. There were 39 

inspections this year (compared to 27 last year) and 21 schools maintained their grade and 3 schools 

improved it whilst 14 schools dropped a grade. We continue to train, brief and improve the quality 

of SIAMS inspectors and proactively use feedback from schools to improve the process and the 

quality of engagement experienced by schools. 

Ofsted Inspection summary to July 2016 

Grade Outstanding Good 
Requires 

improvement 
Inadequate 

Number of schools 19 94 12 1 

Percentage of the total 15% 73% 10% 1% 

Ofsted Inspection summary to July 2017 

Number of schools 18 99 8 3 

Percentage of the total 14% 77% 6% 2% 

 

There were 47 inspections this year with 5 schools improving their previous grade and 35 

maintaining it whilst 7 schools dropped a grade. The overall impact has been to increase the good or 

better measure by 2%. This remains slightly higher than local authority averages.  

 

The table below gives a broader perspective on outcomes that relate to the team’s work. There has 

been an increase in school visits, due in part to my wish to be more visible and for the team to 

provide proactive support, challenge and encouragement especially to schools struggling to reach 

national expectations. More schools have bought into our service level agreement. As we offer 

discounts on our course fees for SLA schools the impact this year has been neutral. The level of 

discount reduce this year but it is important to engage with more schools directly. The reduction in 

training events has been as a result of cancelling training courses due to low numbers. We have 

become more sensitive to the need to cover our training costs. 

 

 

Other Outcome Indicators 2016-17 2015-16 2016-17 

1 Total of school, university and college visits undertaken by the team 382 543 

2 Total number of training events run  75 56 

3 Number of EDBE meetings including Exec, SOGG, WIP 26 30 

4 Number of delegates attending training  1342 1388 

5 Income raised through training and SLA £40 664 £41 000 
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6 Percentage of schools buying SLA 30% 51% 

7 Evaluation from delegates attending training was at least ‘good’ 95%+ 95%+ 

8 Number of schools attending diocesan training programme (no data) 90 

9 Number of joint meetings with LA school Improvement teams 16 23 

10 Number of leadership briefings for Headteachers and governors 4 9 

11 Number of schools receiving an ‘inadequate’ SIAMS judgement 0 1 

12 Percentage of schools judged good or better in their last SIAMS inspection 92% 90% 

13 Number of schools receiving an ‘inadequate’ Ofsted judgement 1 2 

14 Percentage of schools judged good or better in last Ofsted inspection 88% 91% 

15 Number of C of E schools supported to achieve academy status 6 11 

16 Number of MATs containing C of E schools 9 12 

 

Supporting Effective Governance  

New church school governor initial training is offered throughout the year in all areas of the diocese 

and includes daytime, twilight and Saturday sessions. There is an expectation that all governors in 

our church schools attend this training so that they understand the expectations of being a governor 

in a church school. 

 

In addition we are now also offering a more extensive training programme that is suitable to all 

governors, including non-church schools. Following a pilot and evaluation of Module 1 out of 4 this is 

now available to governing boards as part of the SLA.  Modules 2- 4 will offered at a chargeable rate. 

 

Admissions updates will be delivered in the Autumn term and requests for bespoke training are met. 

The church school clerks networking forum with annual meetings continues and includes a session 

for academy clerks. 

 

This year has been exceptionally busy with church school academy conversions and new and larger 

multi-academy trusts forming along with the extra responsibilities in advising and supporting the 

schools through the process and monitoring post conversion.  Fewer schools are considering 

federation but management partnerships continue to be a good option for vulnerable schools or 

schools without a Headteacher. 

 

We work very closely with EDEN directors to ensure that representatives of EDEN on MATs have 

the right skills and understand their roles and responsibilities. It is an expectation that all EDEN 

representatives complete an annual report and attend training. 

 

This has been a particularly busy and challenging year supporting school leadership (including 

governors) with some complex issues. We work very closely with the 3 LAs to ensure that we are 

robust in our advice. We have revised and updated the guidance on our website for admissions and 

governance. 

 

SCHOOL AND PARISH PROJECTS  

The Diocesan Board of Education has prioritised projects that enable church and community schools 

to work more closely with their parishes. This year the team ran two training days for parish teams 

wanting to work with community schools and we continue to offer support to schools wanting to 

develop their links.  

As part of this strategic development by the Board of Education officers have been working with 

partners on developing a pilot project supporting mental health and wellbeing in schools and 

parishes. We are currently awaiting the outcome of a bid to the Jerusalem Trust and anticipate 

rolling this out over the next year. Partners include schools and parishes across the Diocese and 

others including Professor Chris Williams (from Five Areas Limited who developed the Living Life to 
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the Full Programmes) South Devon and Torbay Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCG), New Devon 

CCG, Plymouth and Devon’s Early Help for Mental Health Team. The Children’s Society has agreed 

to evaluate the impact of our work which will focus on children’s voice. Diocesan colleagues will be 

able to learn more at our School Leaders Conference in March. 

Supporting Effective RE teaching and Collective worship 

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION  

Understanding Christianity 

This is a newly developed resource to support the teaching of Christianity in Religious Education. Its 

key purpose is to help all teachers support pupils in developing their own thinking and their 

understanding of Christianity, as a contribution to their understanding of the world and their own 

experience within it. It enables pupils to leave school with a coherent understanding of Christian 

belief and practice. Pupils from ages 4 -14 explore the significant theological concepts within 

Christianity as part of developing their wider religious, theological and cultural literacy. It is relevant 

to RE in every classroom in every school, in Church of England and in Community, Academy and 

Free schools. These resources explore Christianity widely, including (but not limited to) Anglican 

Christianity. 

As a team we have now trained most Church of England Schools and have reached several 

community schools whether through direct training or their own formal partnerships as part of 

Federations and Multi Academy Trusts. 

CHANGES TO HOW CHURCH SCHOOLS ARE INSPECTED  

From 2018 the way Church of England Schools are inspected through the SIAMS process is changing 

significantly to reflect the new Church of England Vision for Education: Deeply Christian for the 

Common Good. Officers supported the development of drafts of this and in the process of rolling 

out training to all schools in anticipation of the changes. 

LEARN TEACH LEAD RE http://ltlre.org/ Twitter: @LTLRE  

The education team supported acquiring further financial support for Learn Teach Lead RE to 

continue. This is a grassroots organisation that aims to improve the quality of Religious Education in 

ALL schools in the region through: 

• building communities of RE teachers across the region who meet in hubs after school. 

• engaging in research projects 

• disseminating best practice 

• creating partnerships with others 

Diocesan Officers help to steer the project and are currently working with All Saints Teaching 

School to develop a programme that will equip more teachers to work across schools supporting 

others into the future.  This initiative is being adopted now in a number of other dioceses as it is 

considered to be one of the most effective ways of building capacity to network, inspire and sustain 

teachers of RE in all schools. 

Chaplaincy  
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We continue to support effective and well networked chaplaincy across the education sector 

through: 

 a termly meeting of the Higher Education Chaplains’ Network;  

 regular contact with national developments and best practice; 

 regular meetings and discussion with each Higher and Further Education organisation in Devon 

including the Exeter University (Anglican Chaplaincy Management Group), St Luke’s, Marjon, 

Multifaith Chaplaincy Sponsors group, Plymouth University, City College Plymouth, Exeter 

College, Petroc and South Devon College; 

 a termly meeting of the School Chaplains’ Network provides support and guidance on 

Chaplaincy development as required, Network includes Independent schools as well as Church 

and Community Schools; 

 regular meetings with school chaplains for guidance and support and networking; 

 the provision of high quality training, conferences and spiritual development through termly 

quiet days for senior leaders, clergy and governors; 

 the development of Prayer Spaces, resources to a variety of schools which includes visits. 

Priorities for the future 

The restructure of our work will support a more targeted approach to the allocation of our time 

and resources. The new deputy will provide significant additional capacity especially with training and 

supporting schools with less than good outcomes. We will use our termly Leadership Briefings to 

retain a regular face to face dialogue with school leaders but we will prioritise our school support 

visits depending on inspection and standards outcomes. We have already built strong partnerships 

with all three of our Local Authorities and have a termly school improvement focused meeting with 

them. This ensures that our efforts are complementary to the support that schools receive. We 

have even undertaken joint visits with Local Authority colleagues when appropriate.   

Our overarching priorities for the coming year are to: 

 Create greater capacity in the system to support the most vulnerable and those most challenged 

to reach national expectations; 

 Grow the influence and impact of excellent Church of England education; 

 Champion, nurture and protect the Christian distinctiveness of our church schools; 

 Actively support new communities and the right of parents to be able to choose a high 

performing local Church of England school for their children; 

 Better align our work to add value and energy to both the diocesan vision and the Church of 

England’s Vision for Education. 

Conclusion 

We will continue to support and challenge local decision making at governor, director, headteacher 

and CEO levels. The pressures within the educational ecosystem are potentially creating greater 

fragmentation but we will be uniquely placed to draw schools, federations and MATs together to 

support the common good through the combined expertise and wisdom contained within our family 

of church schools. It would be unfair to single out any of the Exeter Board of Education or education 

team for individual praise so I wish thank all of them for their dedication, passion and commitment 

to our shared purpose in making new disciples, growing in prayer and serving the people of Devon 

with joy.  

John Searson- Diocesan Director of Education                    

https://www.churchofengland.org/media/2532839/2016-church-of-england-vision-for-education-web-final.pdf
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